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A 12 -member jury found A.S. Pres. Mike Buck innocent of charges of arbitrary governing and making bad
faith campaign promises in the conclusion of a mock trial
last night.
A third charge of "fraudulent and reckless"
disregard for the functions of the presidency was dropped
for lack of evidence.
The trial was conducted by a Discussion and Dialogue
class. Details will follow in tomorrow’s Daily.
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Angela trial probably
in San Jose Jan. 31
1111%-m,,
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Dave Hillman

The defense

Commenting on the assignment of Angela Davis’ trial to
San Jose, chief defense attorney Howard Moore Jr. noted
"there is more diversity among people in San Jose than in
Palo Alto." The trial begins January 31, 1972

By SHARON ROGERS
and STEVE ZIGLER
PALO ALTO --San Jose will be the
probable location of the Angela Davis
trial and Jan. 31, 1972, has been set
as the date. Miss Davis is charged
with conspiracy in the Mann County
Courthouse shootout.
Miss Davis, currently beingheld in
the Palo Alto jail, will not be transferred to San Jose for about 30 days -or until proper security measures can
be completed, according to state prosecutor Albert Harris.
The trial decision was made at
a closed hearing yesterday at the Palo
Alto Municipal Court before Mann
County Superior Court Judge Richard
Arnason.
Arnason will continue to preside
over the case despite its move from
Mann County to Santa Clara County.
At a press conference following the
hearing, chief defense attorney Howard
Moore Jr. pointed out that the change
of venue proposal to move the trial
to San Francisco is still going through
the U.S. District Court of Appeals.
Emphasizing his concern about receiving a fair trial in Santa Clara
County, Moore declared, "The most
important aspect of the trial is the 12
judges that will sit in the jury box.
We will fight to get an impartial
jury."
The percentage of Blacks in Santa
Clara County is 1.7 per cent of the
total population, according to 1970
County census figures.

Burns sets Buck straight,
says sports need funds
By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Writer
"I’m not trying to monkey with student government -- it’s just that the
information ought to be correct."
That was the reaction of Academic
Vice -President Hobert Burns to A.S.
Pres. Mike Buck’s column in Wednesday’s Spartan Daily. In the column,
Buck outlined his proposals for the
phasing out of A.S. monies for all
athletic programs at SJS.
Dr. Burns relayed to the Spartan
Daily that he found several innacuracies in Buck’s column.
The main thrust of his objections
came in response to Buck’s recounting of a five year plan initiated after
Spartan Foundation, a group of alumni
and SJS supporters interested in athletics, took over the intercollegiate
football program in 1969.
Buck explained that after the five
year period, the income produced from
football receipts would pay for the entire athletic program at SJS.
Dr. Burns insisted no such agreement was ever reached. He said the
foundation accepted the financial responsibility of the football team in return for a guarantee that funds for
the other programs would remain the
same for the next five years.
While the agreement is in no way
legally binding, Dr. Burns said it is
a "moral obligation." He added that
there was no agreement that at the
end of the five years Spartan Foundation would assume any more of the
responsibility of the intercollegiate
athletic program.
Dr. Burns also disagreed with

Buck’s statement that the basketball
and soccer programs are almost to
the point of becoming entirely self
supporting. "That’s simply not true,"
said Dr. Burns.
According to the A.S. budget, the
estimated total expenditure of the basketball team (both varsity and frosh)
is nearly $42,000.
Of that, A.S.
contributions make up almost $30,000,
with gate receipts making up the rest.
He explained that the basketball
program would have to raise the extra
$30,000 to break even. That is impossible at this time, said Dr. Burns.
Likewise, the soccer team is funded
with nearly $9,000 in A.S. monies.
Only $3,000 is collected in receipts
for the $12,000 budgeted program.
"Most of the programs could be
effectively eliminated by withdrawing

student funds," said Dr. Burns. "Costs
could nol be shuffled off onto the
foundation."
Regardless of the financial position
of the other athletic programs, Buck
expressed confidence that revenue
from football will be able to carry
the other sports.
Buck said that for the fall season
of ’71, the foundation raised over
$110,000 for the football program.
With the past successful season and the
upcoming bowl game in Pasadena, Buck
believes the football team will solve
the "financial problems" of the athletic program.
Dr. Burns contended there are no
plans for football to generate funds to
support all the other athletic programs.

Harris stated the percentage of
Black jurors "will not have any bearing" on the trial. "I don’t think there’s
any question that she can get a fair
trial in Santa Clara County."
The 27 -year-old avowed Communist
has spent more than one year in jail
awaiting her trial.
Beth attorneys expressed their
sentiments in conducting a quick trial.
Harris estimated the trial would take
from four to six months.
Harris noted the prosecution will
call approximately 110 witnesses due
to the complexity of the conspiracy
charges.
"We are interested in salvaging as
much as we can of her right to a

speedy trial," Moore said.
"The state has done everything it
can to bring her to a speedy trial,"
Harris explained.
An estimated crowd of 200 supporters were on hand waiting for a possible
glimpse of the former UCLA philosophy professor.
Black Panther Party Chairman
Bobby Seale gave a short emotion packed speech before the highly partisan crowd.
Speaking above the cries of "Free
Sister Angela," Seale urged that her
trial be moved to San Francisco with
the "ultimate" demand that Angela
be set free.

Christmas spirit reigns;
Council allocates $7400
By PENNY SPAR
Daily Political Writer
The Christmas spirit seemed to
have hit A.S. council yesterday as it
allocated over $7,400. Every organization requesting money recieved all
or part of their request.
However, only $3,500 came out
of the remaining $12,000 in the general
fund, since part of the funds will only
be an underwrite for Winter Carnival,
and some came from the Experimental
College budget.
The first allocation was to the
water polo team, to pay for their
trip to the NCAA champoinships, in
a close 7-3-4 vote.
Lee Walton , coach for the team,
explained that the team had made the
trip expecting the bills, totaling$1,806,
would be paid by a revolving championship fund.
However, upon returning from a losing meet, he discovered the fund was
no longer in existence because the
Athletic Department had neglected to
include the fund in its yearly budget.
"Our boys went in good faith, toperform in a champoinship contest and now
they come back and are suddenly told
that they will have to foot the bill.
"If we had known that to begin with,
we would have asked for money earlier or not have gone at all," Walton
said.
According to Walton, Dr. Hobert
Burns, academic vice-president, sent
him a note explaining that the bills
would have to be paid out of his
( Walton ) pocket. Walton explained

that the Athletic Department was unwilling to pick them up, since it would
have resulted in a deficit budget.
In other action, Reed Magazine received an allocation of $1,500 for publication in the spring, however, the
money did not come from the general
fund.
On a suggestion from Councilman
Andy McDonald, council unfroze the
Experimental College budget of $3,880,
and allocated the money for Reed from
Council added a stithat budget.
pulation that all revenue from the magazine must be returned to the general
fund.
This allocation must be approved
by A.S. President Mike Buck, and SJS
President John H. Bunzel, as it is a
transferring of budgeted money.
Council also underwrote the Winter
Carnival expenses of $2,400. For the
past two years the carnival, which is
sponsored by the Ski Club, has produced a substantial profit that has been
reverted to the general fund.
Another request was a $730 allocation for an Arab Cultural Week.
According to a sposesman for the
group, the cultural week will "provide
an introduction to different aspects of
the Arab culture to the college community and to the American people."
The final allocation was for $1,000
for membership dues to the California
State College Student Presidents Association, a student lobbying organization Buck pulled out from last spring.
Buck had stated that personal contact
with the trustees would prove more
effective.

Rutherford tenure trial reset for this month
The tenure trial of Dr. Eldred
Rutherford is tentatively set for Dec.
20.
The announcement yesterday by a
San Jose Superior Court secretary
caused attorneys for the SJS orofessor
to perform an abrupt aboutface.
Attorney Elizabeth Cobey said she
will not seek postponement of the trial
as threatened previously. A delay until
after Christmas would mean a new
judge for the trial, she said.

According to Mrs. Cobey, reshuffling of superior court judges takes
place in January.
"It would be more convenient for
the court and for us to keep the same
judge," she explained.
First mention of delaying the once postponed trial came two days ago.
The case was to be an educational
experience for the SJS com munity,M rs.
Cobey said.

If held during Christmas recess,
students and faculty would lose touch
with the case she claimed.
However, after weighing alternatives yesterday, Mrs. Cobey said retaining Judge Joseph Kelly was the key
consideration.
The new opening date, announced
yesterday, is not final, the court secretary said.
It still depends on the progress

of a criminal trial in Judge Kelly’s
court. Jury deliberations are scheduled to begin Dec. 20, leaving the
judge free to open Dr. Rutherford’s
case.
The lawsuit revolves around Dr.
Rutherford’s loss of tenure in 1969.
He charges he was unfairly singled out
by the state college administration for
participating in a student -tea cher
strike.

What’s what on campus

Poll shows Daily, art gallery tops with students
By ELAINE WESTERLUND
Daily Feature Writer
Last of three parts
Of all the A.S. sponsored activities,
the only two that reach over half of
the student body are the College Union
Art Gallery and the Sp..rtan Daily.
This fact was revealed in the second
part of a poll taken by the Student
Opinion Poll Committee.
Half of the 871 students who took
part in the poll were asked how often
they attended various A.S. activities.
Students who participated in an activity more than twice were placed in
the "active participation" category.

were in the category of "little or no"
participation.
The committee found that the intercollegiate sport with the highest
student attendance was soccer, with 21
per cent of the sample attending a
soccer game two or more times. Gymnastics was the next most popular
sport, with 18 per cent in the active
participation category.
Football was not included in the
poll since it is funded by the Spartan
Foundation rather than through A.S.
funds.
However, a question was asked
about events at which the varsity and
pep bands play. Twenty-four per cent

of the students said they had attended
an event (football games) where these
bands played.
The poll also included questions on
musical activities, such as the choir,
glee club, orchestra and jazz ensemble. An average of 14 per cent
of the students indicated active participation in these programs.
Although it is only a proposed service, a question was also asked about
participation in a child care center.
It was felt to be a high priority item
for funding, and also rated fairly high
for potential use.
The Recycling Center, the Environmental Information Center, the FM

station (KSJS) and social activities
were found to serve a modest number
of students, with an average of 24
per cent of the sample taking part
two or more times.
The Spartan Daily has the widest
student use of an A.S. sponsored program, with only six per cent of the
polled students having read the Daily
once or never.
The cultural and intellectual programs, such as forums and performing
arts, were among the most widely
appreciated A.S. activities.
The committee report concluded
that low student participation at many

activities is due not to lack of interest,
but to the broad range of activities
available, which serve most students
rather than a select few.
Dr. Mara Southern, a member of the
committee, said the importance of this
poll is that it "gives Academic Council
members a better chance of making
recommendations and a better basis
for voting than their emotions."
She also said that "the data suggest
that those activities which are funded
by A.S. monies, and also instructionally -related programs, may be the
functjons which reach the largest number of students."
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A shaggy -headed Joe Namath
anxiously left the New York Jets’
bench and jogged to the huddle.
The starting quarterback had been
hurt and Joe got the call.
It was his first time on the

game turf in 14 months.
The Jets were trailing 17-0,
miserably, to San Francisco. But
Namath, suffering vicious rushes
from the ’49er defense, was not
convinced. He threw three touch -

Sport policies changing
Two items Of encouraging
news emanated from the Athletic
Department during the pastweek.
First, of course, was the 7467 basketball upset of Air Force.
A very promising sign. Secondly,
and more important, the department decided to allow all A.S.
card holders Intl home basketball
and track meets free. Before,
students were charged $1.
At first glance, that secondbit
of news seems unspectacular.
student funds are
After all,
already paying the two sports to
the tune of almost $30,000 each.
But there is some encouragement in the n e w s. The change
in policy was directed by two relatively new coaches: Acting Athletic Director Dewey King and

basketball coach Ivan Guevara.
These newly acquired SJS
coaches were able to cut through
the red tape and tradition of the
department to change ---in less
than six months ---a policy that
has been flourishing at this school
for decades.
It took no time for the men to
voice their objections to a policy
that screws many students
through double -taxation. Not only
did they move to change things,
but they did it right away- -without
bureaucratic hesitation.
The forthright actions of these
men and other new coaches will
hopefully set the pace for the
department in the future, making
it a viable campus entity that is
open to criticism and change.

Soledad making big
Apparently, a breath of fresh
air is blowing through Soledad
Correctional Training Facility.
The prison, located south of
Salinas, has gotten more than its
share of bad publicity.
SJS student members of the
Pinto (ex -convict) Community
Center, located on San Jose’s east
side, have passed on guarded praise for a program recently initiated at Soledad.
On Dec. 12, Soledad will open
its gates for the families of minimum and --for the first time -medium custody inmates.
Called "Day of the Families at
Soledad" the event will allow
prisoners a full day of music,
picnics and relaxed conversation
with loved ones.
The idea for the Christmas
visit program sprung out of the

"Now remember , David, when the press asks you...by November, well be out
of Vietnam, Phase Two will be a complete success and Spiro Agnew will be
St eP
on the ticketr

ranks of GEMA, a Chicano inmate
self-help group.
Jimmy Marez, a Soldead inmate, said the main intent of the
visiting day "is to relieve the inmates" anxiety caused by long
spearations from families on the
outside.
The Pinto Center, 2155 Cunningham Ave., will charter a bus to
this Sunday’s event. Families of
Soledad inmates without transportation should call the center at
258-1044.
The Pintos also need food,
entertainment and financial contributions.
The Spartan Daily congratulates
Soledad for loosening its
security restrictions for this
Christmas event.
Soledad is certainly taking a
step in the right direction.

Mano a Mano
By Pedro Mario Michel
Is there an existing political
pa rty that has represented the
Mexican -American in Cal iforni a?
Or have we been trusting souls
to the Democratic, Republican,
Peace and Freedom or even the
American Independent Party
(A.I.P.)
Have they in fact just
asked us for our support when they
needed it and once in office, say
things like "What Mexicans voted
for me?"
Perhaps the time has come to
ask some real hard questions.
Have the Democrats really,
really represented the Chicano
community or have they just come
around during the voting season?
Have they really kept all their
promises? Or have we been trusting souls?
What about the Republican
party?
What is their record
toward the Chicano constituency,
that is in population terms, 20
per cent strong in this county of
Santa Clara?
How many assemblymen do we
have? How many senators do we
have?
How many do we have
nationwide? Or have we been
trusting souls?
What about the Peace and
Freedom party? Did it look for
the interest of the Chicano, the
second largest minority in the
U.S.? Or were we second best
and forgotten there too?
What about the American Independent Party? What have any
of these parties really done for
our people besides giving us a
few bones to chew, a few jobs,
and kissing our children during
elections.
Perhaps the time has come for

Chicanos to really look at what has
been happening? The presidential
elections are coming soon and so
will the candidates with their
This
promises and rhetoric.
time, though, they will find La
Raza Unida party and they will
find that a lot of Mexicans got
tired of trusting and decided to
form their own party.
La Raza Unida as a concept
had its beginnings in a small
Texan town called Crystal City.
There in the summer of 1969,
Angel Guteriez, his wife Luz,
and a small staff began to work
toward what is now known as La
Raza Unida party.
After two hard years of registering people, they had an election. Now the Mayor of Crystal
is Raza as is most of the school
board and also the city council.
Crystal has 70 per cent Chicano
and 30 per cent White, so the
question is what can we do in
California with 12 per cent and in
Santa Clara County with 20 per
cent.
We sure as hell won’t do a
Crystal but we are what is called
a "swing" vote. Like California
with its 45 electoral votes is swing
in the U.S.
We are the swing
vote in California. Hence looking
at it, we can swing the country.
But first we have to register
the people. People are defecting
from the Democratic party and
they are going R az a.
This
Christmas a big drive is planned.
The ultimate sacrifice is being
asked of Chicanos. So we won’t
have- to be trusting souls any
longer!

Letters to the editor

‘New’ SJLF rebuts letter
Editor:
A letter to the editor from
some former members of the San
Jose Liberation Front (SJLF)
printed Dec. 7 contained several
misconceptions.
The authors of the letter
asserted that they decided to dissolve the SJLF due to "an atmosphere of distrust" and "manipulation" which they blamed on members of the Revolutionary Union
(RU). They also claimed that the
name SJLF was being "misused."
This is not very accurate. A
split did occur in the SJLF due
to basic political differences
these people had with other members of the SJLF, particularly RU
members. The reason for the
split was that these people were
unwilling or unable to conduct discussion and principled str uggle
over differences. Their leaving
the SJLF does not mean the organization was dissolved.
On the contrary, some of us
felt the SJLF should continue as an
anti-imperialist group when
school started again. At the time
no one seemed to disapprove.

The authors of the letter refer
to recent events in East Pakistan
solely by alleging the government
of Pakistan has "genocidal policies" toward the Bengali people.
They made no mention of the fact
over 200,000 Indian troops backed
by the Soviet Union are invading
Pakistan.
Apparently they are
equating our opposition to this
naked aggression as support for
"genocide."
Despite the split and confusion
that happened to the SJLF several
months ago, a growing number of
students are recognizing imperialism as the basic cause of the
problems we face in our society.
By helping to build support for
political prisoners andprison reform; opposition to the war in
Southeast Asia; programs about
the People’s Republic of China;
and by analyzing the effect of the
economic crisis on students and
other issues, SJLF members plan
to continue anti-imperialism
work on campus.
Craig Shubert
B06643

Earth Wise
11

Phil Clausen

down passes and barely missed a
fourth. The ’49ers were glad to
get out of town with a bare 24-21
victory.
It was not a bad performance
for a guy who had limped on a
ruptured knee for more than a
year. Not bad, going in and showing the courage and poise to face a
defensive onslaught while leading
his team with impressive passing
and play -cal I ing.
To watch Namath was to be inspired.
Spectators vicariously
shared the thrill of it all. You’re
just not supposed to come back
after such a layoff and rally a
team that is completely outmanned. But there was Namath
(and all those watching him) challenging the impossible.
But such glory is not the point
of this column. Indeed, the real
story lies in what happened just
one week later.
Texas Stadium had enjoyed its
earliest sell-out in history that
week.
Only one reason:
Joe
Namath was coming to town to
take on the Dallas Cowboys in
his first start of the season. Nobody wanted to miss the aerial
circus.
But Broadway Joe was not to
have his day. He completed only
one pass and threw a big interception before he was cal led out of
the game after the first quarter.
The score-- -Dal las 28 -New York
And the final score, 52-10.
And that’s the real story. That
is the real reason why sports is
attractive in this country and in
the world generally. It is all of
life on a miniature scale.
It
is the lesson -giver, the teacher.
Sports teaches how to win big
and become a hero; but more often
it shows one how to lose miserably ---how to handle such misery.
For before our lives end, we
will probably face crisis. Defeat
in a national election, perhaps,
or downfall at the hands of an
employer, or death in the family.
We will have to vault out of despair and find the courage to renew
the fight against fate.
We may be called upon to keep
a family together despite tragedy.
Or we may have to perform some
grueling physical feat to save
someone’s life.
Whatever the case, it will take
extraordinary effort on our part.
And it seems to me that efforts
in sports can give us inspiration
for such deeds.
When the time comes for us to
perform extraordinarily, we may
fail. We may slump into a selfcentered ball, unable to cope with
the pressures. But it is important
that we seek examples of courage
so that we will at least have some
kind of standard.
We can find the courage in a
man like Namath. Or in a goal line stand inside the one -yard
line. Or in a second -half comeback by an outmanned team. Even
the sheer feeling of teamwork and
self-sacrifice that a sports team
can offer is a valuable lesson.
Many people still conclude that
sports are merely fun and games
reserved for those who must get
rid of their pent-up aggressions.
But when one looks deeper, he
finds that the inherent lessons
make sports something important, something valuable to us all.
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The county is doing its bit to
help fight smog. Since July 1970
it has been operating 15 vehicles
converted over to liquid petroleum gas (LPG) --the fuel that
doesn’t form dirty carbon.
Santa
Clara
officials say
they’ve found LPG "significantly
reduces air pollution in comparison with that emitted by gasoline powered vehicles."
I only hope Santa Clara County does better than Los Angeles.
They had several LPG vehicles
in their motor pool that employees
were free to test.
After a time officials checked
in and found the low -polluting cars
sitting around collecting dust
while the conventional pollution mobiles were well used.
Talk about hard core smoggists. Apparently Los Angelians
have given in to the smog beast
and do not care to change. The
excuse given by the employees
was that the LPG cars didn’t
accelerate like the conventional
cars.
Converting your car to LPG
will cost you about $500, if you’re
interested. You stand to lose 3040 horsepower, although further

modifications may reduce the loss
to only 10 horsepower.
Also,
finding LPG is not as easy as
driving up to your nearest petrol
shop.
On the other hand you’ll have
no carbon, probably never change
a spark plug and never flunk a
smog test.
If you’ve got the money, you’ll
do no better in showing your concern for cleaner air.
Meanwhile the price of gasoline goes up about two more cents
lext July to raise $170 million a
year for mass transit services.
Santa Clara county gets about
$9 million a year of the cut.
It may be spent on bus and rail
transportation systems.
And something better be done
fast. I’m tired of being crunched
up against the curb in my bicycle
and taking sneers off fat -lipped
motorists.
Cars honk bike riders off the
streets and curse them on the
sidewalks.
By the year 2,000, if the Bay side population hits 2.5million as
predicted, and cars keep stride,
bicycles may have to be outlawed
in favor of unicycles, to save
space.
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New tax bill now law
LOS ANGELESPerhaps over more than the
whine of jet planes, Gov. Reagan signed yesterday the $351 million tax bill into law at the Los
Angeles International Airport.
Signing the so-called "mini" tax measure two
minutes after stepping off a plane from New York,
It’s
"There.
the smiling governor declared:
now law."
The tax bill’s major effect on most Californians will be to withhold state personal income tax
from paychecks starting Jan. 1.
Needed to balance an extimated $310 million
deficit in the current multi -billion dollar state
budget, the measure will solve the state fiscal
crisis until at least 1972.

’An eye for on eye?’
OAKLAND --Fire and brimstone characterized
prosecutor Donald P. Whyte’s closing arguments
in the retrial of Black Panther leader Huey P.
Newton yesterday.
Asking the jury to demand an "eye for an eye,
a tooth for a tooth," the prosecutor quoted the
Bible and stated the jury should send Newton
to prison for the death of Oakland policeman
John Frey four years ago.
"He who...killeth a man shall be put to death."
Whyte intoned, pacing back and forth before the
jury.
Objecting bitterly to W hy te ’s statements,
Newton’s lawyer Charles Garry pointed out that
the Black leader had been acquitted of murder
charges at his first trial.

Nature
lovers
260
needed
28"o

GAS

Regular (94.0ctane)

Ethyl (100+Octane)

outh Science
The
Institute is seeking volunteers with a moderate knowledge of the natural history of California to conduct weekend nature walks at
Alum Rock.Park in San
Jose next spring.
The purpose of the
walks is to introduce
the public to the natural life of the park and
to encourage public interest in the preservation of such open
areas in the county.
Aletha Powers, 2854
Ponderosa Way, Santa
,c1ara, phone 243-3416,
has additional information.
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Say it louder, we want chowder

Shazam, dig a clam!

them clams are laying.
By CRAIG SCOTT
Weekdays bring out the "pros," usually retired where
"Hey youngster," he always yells at me, "can
Daily Feature Editor
men who show up every time the tide is out.
He’s getting out pretty far.
What do you do when you’re hungry, but have
One particular old geezer has been at the beach, your buddy swim?
reached the bottom of the peanut butter jar and decked out in a full wet suit and life vest, every I’ve been clammin’ for more than 30 years, and
there."
haven’t received that check from dad yet?
time I’ve gone clamming in the last 2 years. you I’ve seen plenty of men drowned outcronies,
I used to laugh at Grandpa and his
(See Claiming to be over 75, he looks as if he should
Go clamming.
Make clam chowder.
Mingo’s Meals.) Within an hour’s drive from SJS be carried down to the water in a stretcher. but not any more. The first time I was out there
you can uncover enough clams at the beach to
"Hi there," he croaks every time I see him. with him and the rest of the wheelchair brigade,
have a feast. And you might even have fun getting "Say, there’s a sandbar out there where I bagged they each got their limit of 10 clams while I
managed to uncover three.
them.
the limit last week, how’s about going?
"That’s okay sonny, we all have bad days,"
All the equipment really necessary for clam"Been clammin’ for nigh on 30 years now,"
ming is a fishing license, a pitchfork, and a Grandpa manages to bring up, "and I can just tell Gramps muttered. But he never does.
bottle of red wine (to counteract the saltwater
***
that always manages to find its way into your
mouth).
The object of the game is to walk slowly
backwards in shallow water, jabbing the pitchfork
into the sand until you hit something that feels
like a rock.
After digging it up, you’ll usually find you
have a full-fledged Pismo Clam in your hand and
visions of chowder in your head.
But make sure the mollusk is at least five
inches long, because there is a fine of 25 "clams"
for each undersized Pismo taken. The law says
each clammer has to carry a measuring gauge,
BY MINGOMAZZEI
drain the juice of the want into the chowder," chowder, either at home
which you can buy at a sport shop for
cents.
clam into a cup and Lee said, "but strips of or on the beach, is with
Daily Feature Writer
One of the best places to go clamming is
set it aside. Then open bacon and diced potatoes bread and wine. "Also
Clam up your talkaSunset Beach, a state park located about 10 miles tive friends with chowthe clams and hold them are the most popular." if you have any clams
south of Santa Cruz. The season lasts from Sept. der. They’ll be so busy
running
cold
under
This mixture should left over you can roll
1 to April 30; or for those of you who are better eating they’ll forget to
water.
be boiled until the pota- them in bread crumbs
and fry them," he said.
at spelling than figures, you can clam many month talk.
Once it’s open, cut toes are soft, then
"They’re good!"
that has an "r" in it.
either onions or celery
away all the black parts
According to Steve
Since clams are usually found in sandbars, Lee, a senior English
of the meat and pull out should be added along
it’s best to go digging when there is a lower major, it’s a dish that
he short clear tube you with milk. Season with
tide. You can find out how low the tide will be, gives you adventure as
salt and pepper.
find. ("Don’t worry if
of
the
section
weather
time,
in
the
and at what
According to Lee.
you don’t get everywell as good eating.
It’s best to look a few days in advance
paper.
broth
chowder
thing," Lee said.)
the
After the clams are
to get a good day.
When this is com- should be two parts
caught, they must be
One good thing about clamming is that every- cleaned before cooking.
pleted, the clam meat water to one part milk.
one can do it. Weekends find little kids, parents, "The first thing that is ready to be scraped for best results.
If
senior citizens and local dogs digging for clams must be done," stated from the shell, cut into you’re planning a meal
in the sand.
ten
little pieces and put into for six people,
Lee, "is to cut the
Although a lot of the clammers wear wet suits muscle by running a boiling water.
clams should be used,
or high rubber fishing boots to protect them from knife along the edge of
The juice that has he added.
the cold, worn out clothes and rolled up pants the clam where the two been set aside should
Lee feels the best
LINCOLN 8. CEDAR SIN.
work just as well.
now be strained through way to serve clam
SANTA CRUZ
shells meet."
426-7500
You’ll get soaking wet and cold, and won’t
and
added
cloth
cheese
is
muscle
the
Once
be able to go out as far as the others, but there cut,
to the water. "You can
Lee
advises
are enough clams for everyone.
to throw anything else you
chowder makers

Mingo’s Meals

Molest a mollusk for lunch
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Funds sought for Iranians
"Freedom Bonds" to
support a defense fund
for 37 Iranians arrested while protesting the
2500th year
Shah’s
celebration of Iranian
monarchy are now on
sale in the College
Union cafeteria.
being
The bonds,
sold by the Iranian Students Association of
California,
Northern

Funds raised by the
bonds will be used to pay
for travel costs of Mrs.
Roraback.

million dollar anniversary celebration have
been executed.
One
American
woman,
Sharon LaBere, 29, also
faces a possible prison
term for her activities
against the Shah’s fete.

Iranian
Recently,
student news sources
have stated that at least
five demonstrators who
protested the multi-

Further defense fund
information can be obtained from the Iranian
Students Association at
286-0880.

ed to act as defense and
observer during the
trials.

HAPPY HOUR
3-7 DAILY
CORNER 3rd &SANTA CLARA

IKE & TINA
TURNER
AND

"TOWER OF POWER"
2 Performances Only!
730 p.m and 10.30 p.m.
Saturday - December 11th
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $3 75-$4.75-$5.50

Pintos reveal jail life
Three recently released ex -convicts will
discuss prison life and
their efforts to "make
it on the outside" tomorrow in SD 120 at
3:30.
Members of the Pinto
(ex -convict) Community
Center and students at
SJS, the speakers seek
to bring about prison,

Now
The first
malt liquor
good enough
to be called
BUDWEISER.

will represent voluntary donations by SJS
students to send an
American lawyer to
Iran to observe court
proceedings in the case
of the. 37 protestors.
According
to
a
spokesman for the Iranian students organization, Catherine Roraback, president of the
National
Lawyer’s
Guild, has been select-

reform by giving frank,
down to earth descriptions of prison conditions.
Mike Morales, who
was released this summer from Soledad
prison, said he, like the
other speakers has
spent most of his life
in prison.
Aside from their
personal prison expereriences, the Pintos
maintain close contact
with imprisoned convicts.
Some 32 per cent of
the 722 persons currently on parole in Santa
Clara County will return to prison within the

Bike fixer
recruitment
Plans are being
made to set up an on campus bike repair
center at SJS. A meeting for all interested
bike repairmen volunteers will be held in the
Student Council Chambers today at 11 a.m

next two years, according to the state parole
office.
Morales explained
peer group pressure is
used at the center to
prevent Pintos from becoming another prison
statistic.
"One of the secrets

for an ex -convict’s
’making it’ is breaking
a
’failure pattern’,"
Morales said. "Most of
the guys were failures
in school, on the job,
and with the law. The
idea is to try to make
him feel he can do
something.’

On Sale. San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Villa9e
246-1160IStevens Crenk & Winchester)

CITY CENTER MOTEL
COLOR TELEVISION
FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS
COFFEE - KITCHFN APTS - HEATED POOL
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PUT YOUR
CHICK ON ICE
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Doc Spock
delivers
Appearing in the
Letterman’s Club at 425
N. Fourth St. at 7:30
Dr. Spock will explain
his campaign stand as
the first presidential
candidate of the newly
created People’s Party.
The new party, formed recently during a
five-day convention in
Dallas, Texas, is the
creation of a loose coalition of the Peace and
Freedom Party, the New
and various
Party,
.lan Zaleski, a forpeace activist groups
mer Phelan Award win- throughout the nation.
ner, (a literary award)
Dr. Spock’s running
will read her poetry at mate in the People’s
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in "arty
is
campaign
Engineering 132.
Julius Hobson a
The reading is spon- Washington educator
sored by the American
who also
Studies class on "The and economist
heads the District of
American Woman."
Columbia statehood
Ms. Zaleski’s poems committee.
Both Dr.
explore woman’s nature Spock and Hobson were
and experience.
Her arbitrarily selected as;
poems have appeared in -stand-in" candidates to
Reed magazine, the SJS make it possible for the
literary publication.
People’s Party to meet
She studied with state requirements for
Randall Jarrell at Grballot status.
eensboro, N.C. and Nils
Both have agreed to
Petersen, associate step down if the party
English professor at chooses others to head
SJS.
She is working their 1972 ticket at a
on her master’s degree
second convention scheat San Francisco State
duled in Miami followCollege.
ing the Democrat’s convention next July.
Tomorrow’s dinner speech is sponsored by
TYPEWRITER
the San Jose Peace and
RENTALS
Freedom Party headquarters. Tickets to the
Special Student
event are $2.50 and
Rates
available from the San
Rental Purchase
Jose Peace Center, 872
Program
E. Santa Clara St. or
from the Peace and
- Electrics
Freedom Party Office
- Standards
at 216 N. First St.
There will be a no- Portables
r
host cocktail party at
r
?
the Letterman’s Club
machines
r Addingalso
beginning at 6:30 p.m.,
s
a.
preceeding dinner and
r
?
Dr. Spock’s Speech.
r
For further inforOltnItteellS NetCitonit 6
t
170 Sout6 Second St
mation, call 292-2299,
286,610
r
o
or 292-0188.
iik 444444 & a eta &e.A.e_e_itst
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*
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Coffee hut
plans perk
The sound of folk singing and the aroma
of espresso may soon
envelope
5.15 as the
campus coffeehouse is
heading toward completion.
Opening day is set
for the first week in
January, according to
Terry Gusto, originator
of the coffeehouse project.
The coffeehouse will
be open to SJS students,
faculty and their guests.
There will be an open
stage, and Gusto said
members of the Art and
Music departments have
already expressed interest in performing.
Food will consist of
apples, oranges, peanuts, cheese, cider and
different types of coffees and teas.
.Once every two weeks, the coffeehouse will
feature a big -name performer, for which $1.50
admission will be charged.
John Leek, business
management major and
coffee house manage r
coffeehouse manager,
said, "It can be funky
modernit’s for you."
The Inter -Fraternity Council and Panhellnic Council have donated money to the coffeehouse and Sigma Chi
helped moved furniture.
A.S. government has
helped fund the project,
although Gusto said no
political motives will be
involved in the operation of the coffeehouse.

Dr. Benjamin Spock,
well-known author and
activist, will
peace
speak in downtown San
tomorrow night
Jose
concerning the formation of a "People’s
Party" as an alternative
in the 1971 election.
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0%DISCOUNT
To all students with ASB cards and faculty

Foreign Car Service Center

We
;do:
*
*

Front end work
Body and fender
Custom engine
Transmissions Brakes

Upholstery
Radios
Overhauls
rune -ups

DOWNTOWNS ONLY COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

Free Loaners Available
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Course material constantly updated.
W
. Horne study material prepared by
experts In each field.
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FREE
’1.00 HOT WAX

Chevron

WITH THIS AD
OFFER ENDS DEC 20

FREE
CAR WASH

’WITH ANY Fll 1 UP OF STANDARD OIL GAS
(at competitive price,,)

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE!

Bill Noyes

Iceberg Slim
Robert Beck, better know as Ice berg
Slim author of "Pimp," is caught in
a moment of silence as he prepares to
expose another experience in his fully
lived life of ex -pimp. His fancy colored

Ex-pimp warns students:

College ’where it’s at ’
By MELVIN JOHNSON
Daily Staff Writer
"I am just a street nigger trying to learn
how to talk to the people. I am not a lecturer,"
said Robert Beck, author of "Pimp," Tuesday
night. The book deals with American street life.
Beck, better known as Iceberg Slim, combined
storytelling, drama and intellect in communicating his hard-earned knowledge to an overflow
crowd of 350, which was forced to move from
the scheduled meeting place in the Science Build ling to a larger room downstairs.
"I am a sucker. I threw 30 years of my life
down the shithole . I am nothing but an old nigger
ex -pimp," he said.
"The monster in me is dead," Beck added.
College is "where it is at," Beck said. "If
I had a college education, I. would have become
a lawyer and 10,000 Black people would be released from jail."
The author told the spell -bound audience that
all college students in 1971 know college is important -- "no one is that stupid."
To the hypothetical student ignorant of this fact,
Beck said, "So you’re good looking -how enduring
is beauty? So you can talk -who are you going to
talk to? Some trick on the street?"
Taking another tack, Beck commented, "Black
and disadvantaged Whites, we are all victims of

Tired of studying in
beautiful downtown San
Jose?
Fed up with the traffic congestion, filth and
those "beautiful" nights
when the city lights reflect off the blanket of
smog that continually
hangs over us?

Slapstick
humor
tonight
Co-Rec is sponsoring a Slapstick Night
Thursday in the CollegeUnion Ballroom from
7:30 until 9:30 p.m.
Movies from the 20’s
will be shown, skits performed and food provic.ed for all who attend.
Laurel and Hardy, W.C.
Field and Buster
Keaton movies will be
presented.
Admission is
10
cents.
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PARAVOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

All Mac6raw Ryan O’Neal
The Atari
$1

last Seller

OPPOSITE ORCHARD SUPPLY HARDWARE
(CORN SAN CARLOS I MONTGOMERY Al BIM
*$1.00

WITHOUT FILL-UP

OPEN

7 DAYS II AM. TO RPM.

the society." Blacks, Chicanos and poor Whites
are called criminals when they steal, but when
"power mongers" steal nothing happens, he declared.
"I took a lot of abuse to learn how to pimp,"
Beck said.
"The best pimps do not know love and affection. That is why I was not as good a pimp as I
could have been, because of this residual sucker
of love developed earlier in my life."
"America is like a pyramid, with the White
man on the top and at the bottomarethe Black
women in the subterranean regions of the pyramid,
and that is what Black mothers have to begin
with," Beck said.
Black whores become whores because of a need
for a "sense of self-importance," Beck said in
response to a question.
In another reply during the nearly half-hour
question and answer period that followed his talk,
Beck said White woman -Black man relationships
occurred because the women involved were rebels,
had psychological problems, were rejects or the
relationship was just natural love between a man
and woman that happens every day.
There is "no way to pimp without a whore"
Beck replied to a question on whether the pimp
should be eliminated. He told the crowd it was
a miracle he survived his many years of underworld activities.

John Marley &Ray Milland
K]es N COLOR

A PANAt’OuNT PICTURE

Phi

There is chance to
escape.
Applications are now
being accepted for the
1972-73
International
Programs, the official
study abroad program
for California state colleges.
Each year the program sends over 300
upper division and graduate students from all
19 campuses to colleges
and
universities
throughout the world.
Next year’s program
will include studies in
France. Germany. Israel, India, Japan, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the
United kingdom, and the.
U.S.S.R.
Requirements include
grades of
3.0 or
better in 30 semester
units and language proficiency for those coun-

tries whose native language is either French,
German, Spanish or
Participants
Russian.
will be enrolled at their
home campus and receive resident credit.

The cost of the program varies from approximately $2000 to
$2500 which includes
round-trip transportation from California to
the study centers, full
room and board for the
academic year, an orientation conference before departure and health and accident insurance.
Study programs begin late August or early
September and end late
May or early June, dethe
pending
upon
school.
Students applying for
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Small
- gifts
Stocking
Stuffers
Christmas
Cards
(24 hr service
on imprinting)
Home Decorations
Box
Dried
Candy
Fruit
Candy Canes
at
Spation.
q300itsiote

Christmas

Shoppers
Specials

FREE SLACKS
Your choice of a free pair of slacks sold nationally to $29.50
with the purchase Of any sportcoat at the Vaughn Discount Price.

SPORTCOAT
EXAMPLES

$3868

$4875

$ 5818

Free slacks included with all sportcoats

SUITS ... 2 for the price of 1
2 for $89 nationally 2fr $110

956
$135
$279
922
$399

Nora
Charter pru,s based on pro-,.,. Sher* of 10.1 por cost I
far,youa charges
100% occupancy
I
Twos include U.S
IF PMITURE TAXES PLUS 84 adwin few per person Priem
ubiacy to door..,, or
....., dopanteno on arfuI numbr of

? ALL THE SPAGHETTI I
? YOU CAN EAT -11.00.
I Includes garlic bread ;

Bookstore

round trio
M 114
HALt1AI-77
Paniini 135 seats.
EuROPE
T IA 150 sc.:ITS
.
CHIoCcA. 61 (81
M 60 seats
TCK YO
LiA 75 seats
Contacts SEMI QIAC4-1(
35 E.o.a.1 Feziralanit,
NtW\Sctry2
4081 RK7"
Associated Students
Avetiobio to CSC students, faculty,
staff & really.

Anthropologist and
author Karl Heider will
discuss "The Dugum
Beni After Western
Contact," in a speech
to the SJS Anthropological society today at
4 p.m. in ED 100.
Dr. Heider accompanied
Michael
Rockefeller on an expedition to New Guinea on
which Rockefeller was
supposedly
eaten by
cannibals.
The lecture will be
accompanied by a movie
and is open to the public.

Application deadline
for the United Kingdom
program is Jan 5. Allother applications are
due March 1. Further
information may be obtained at 294-6414.

prig Fliphis

b0 seats

tribes

Spartan

the program are also
eligible for financial aid
from their home campus.
Selection is based
upon a competitive basis. Applicants are judged on the suitability
of the curricula offered
to their academic objectives and on their
adjust
to
ability
,to a new environment.

"LFFICIAL PROGRAM
one way
EOM:
TIA 150 seats . .. ..... .$.149
LW YORK

Lecture,
movie on

I t’s all at

Studies offered abroad

or

CAR WASH

gold attire matched his quick wit which
kept the jammed room, that had at
first stared at him spellbound, in outburst of laughter.

Gusto said he particularly needs students
with pick-up trucks. He
would like students who
can help to sign up in
the Associated Students
office on the third level
of the College Union.

o vonolsouniat.
aoTly

SOSuits sold

sold

a:589.50

at $110 00

DRESS
SHIRTS
Long sleeved dress shirts

WOOL
SLACKS
1000/. wool slacks sold

sold nationally to $10.95.

nationally to $27.50
$988

$388

KNIT SLACKS $988

00% polyester knst slacks.

INUGHti
...AT SATHER GATE
I I So. 2nd St.
(Corner of Santa Clara)
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BANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

Daily till 6pm
Thurs till 9pm

Still need time
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Make a wish

:.

It’s make or break time
for Intramural teams as they
.1 battle for top honors in the
playoffs. Hopefully the man

with the ball will not become "the wish come true"
for the player on the right.
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EUROPE
$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-SJSC Members

By bus or plane

to football game
SJS football fans
have at least two
chances to go by group
to the Pasadena Bowl
Dec. 18.

OPEN Ill MIDNIGHT
(Ev,r y Night,

Professional Pharmacists
Anthony C Co-npagna

II

Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293- 7500
San Jose

.411.11/Caill
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

JEWELS by-JACQUES
HAS JUST BEEN APPOINTED AN

AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELER
We have a fine selection of exciting styles
all guaranteed, registered and protected
against diamond loss.
I<§atap
sai
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS

Those fans desiring
to go by air should make
arrangements through
the Jack Peak Travel
Agency.
The $45 package includes round trip air
fare, bus to and from
the game from Hollywood -Burbank Airport,
refreshments and a reserved seat ticket.
The last chance to
sign up for the trip is
tomorrow.
The plane flies down
on the day of the game
and returns that same
evening.
For in formation, call 286-2222.
Another alternative
is a bus trip, arranged
by the San Jose Jaycees.
This $24 package includes the trip to and from
the game, plus overnight lodging on a double occupancy basis.
The bus will leave
San Jose on Friday,
December 17, from the
Perrones Lounge in
Campbell’s Pruneyard
Shopping Center.
The tickets go on a
first -come, first serve
basis.
A seat will be held,
only upon payment of
the $24 to the Jaycee
office at 357 McKendrie
in San Jose.

By KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
What the SJS varsity basketball team
needs more than anything at the present is
time.
Time to break in a
new system of plays,
time to get rid of the
early season "jitters"
and time to get rid of
the losing attitude of
the past.
The Spartans took a
step in the right direction at the right time
when they registered
their initial win of the
new campaign during a
recent roadtrip through the Rocky Mountains.
Followingaseason-opening loss to the
Utah Redskins by a8759 margin,theSpartans surprised the Air
Force AcademyFalcons, 74-67 before a
sparse turnout at Colorado Springs.
The win for SJS
snapped a 22 game
losing streak, the longest inthenation,Monday night.
The long-awaited
victory couldn’t have
come at a better time,
since SJS dropped a 7966 test to the University of Denver the
following night.
The latest loss
doesn’t necessarily
mean the Spartans are
on their way to another
lengthy losing skein,
but as head coach Ivan
it
Guevara admits,
takes time to build a
winner.
"The win over Air
Force was a great
one," said the Spartans’ first year coach,

"but we faced more experienced clubs in the
other games and we
just didn’t play that
well.
"We’re a young
team and it will take
time to iron out the
mistakes we’re making
As the season
now.
goes along, we will
hopefully straighten
everything out," Guevara added.
The biggest story of
the three -game junket
was the surprising of
the Air Force, a team
that was heavily
favored to win following two convincing
victories.
"They (Air Force)
thought we would run
what we did against
Utah," explained Guevara, "but we didn’t."
By the time the Falcons caught on to the

Spartans’ tactics, SJS
had a big enough lead
and held on for the
win.
Transfer guard Don
Strong paced a balanced scoring attack
for SJS with a game high 18 points. Also
standing out for the
cagers were Leon
Beauchman and Mike
Webb.
"Leon did agreat
job rebounding," said
Guevara. "I think he
had 12 rebounds in the
second half. Webb did
a real good defensive
job on their leading
scorer (Dave Kapaska)
and scored 10 points."
Beauchman continued his fine play in
the loss to Denver, hitting for 25 points and
grabbing 13 rebounds
to lead the team.
"We ran up against

ampionships
and recently concluded their
season.
Monsees, a former
water polo All American, said that the team
turnout had been small
before Thanksgiving vacation, but with the end
of water polo season he
expected to get several
poloists.
The first meet is
next Friday against Chico State College.

Hoop games
to be aired
\ II S.1S varsity basketball home games will
be broadcast over radio
station KSJS (90.7 -FM)
this season.
The KSJS sports department will cover the
Spartans’ 11 home contests live and direct,
with John Hughes handling the play-by-play
and Mike Maguire providing the color comentary.
Broadcasts begin
this Friday when SJS
entertains with tip-off
time slated for 8 o’
clock. KSJS will also
provide a post -game
show.
Spartan Chinese Club
presents

EXHIBITION TWO

DANCE
with

soul sounds of SAND

Don Strong

Leon

they participate in the
Northern
California
Intercollegiate Fencing Association team
championships.
After three Fall
matches the team
tallied a seventh place
win by Kathy Williams
(Oct. 23), a fourth place
team win for the women
(Nov. 6) and Dyer’s
sixth place (Dec. 4).
"We grew a lot from.

the experience," Miss
Conry said, "We could
come out in the top onethird at the team playoffs."
Other foilsmen on
the team are Chuck
Gerton, Wayne Gordy,
Robert Graves, Larry
Kyler, Yan Pur Lee,
Dave Lichenstein and
Phil Sharkey. Spring
sign-ups may expand
the young team.

Dec.119:00-1:00

Beauchman

College Union Ballroom

WORLD CAMPUS
THIS CAMPUS
AFLOAT
Sails Again in February n
IS A COLLEGE THAT
semester you can embark on the alio.
DOES MORE THAN Next
brunt experience of a lifetime, combining ac.
BROADEN HORIZONS credited study with world wide travel aboard
-IT SAILS TO THEM
World Campus Afloat
AND BEYOND
The SS. Universe Campus sails on Feb. 3,
1972, Welcome aboard1
rat full Ratatls, wit’ w call

Chapman College CC 11
Orange. Calif. 12466
(714) 6334821
R ristered in Liberia

New pool, season
for SJS swimmers
With a new coach,
a different pool and an
untarnished slate, the
SJS men’s swim team
begins it’s season.
"We’re using the women’s pool this year,"
commented coach Mike
Monsees. "They’ve had
a certain amount of success in that pool and
we’re hoping to have the
same." The women’s
team has won several
Northern California Ch-

home season by hosting Hayward State
tomorrow night at
Spartan Gym.
"Hayward State is
as hungry for a win as
we are," saidGuevara
The Spartans, hopefully, are more famished than the Pioneers.
SJS willprobably
continue to experiment
with different combinations until a workable
unit is found.

2W99W:7,17T4w5i I .111,411.1r751

Fencers finish fast
By PAT HAMPTON
Daily Staff Writer
Visors have been
lifted and foils lowered
for the last time this
fall as the SJS fencing
team leftSaturday’s
San Francisco City
College tourney with
Mike Dyer holding a
sixth place standing.
"The men fenced
the best I’ve ever
seen," commented
coach Barbara Conry.
"The women just didn’t
put it together."
While Dyer placed,
teammates Ken Chan,
Victor Fischer,Ed
Golda and co-eds Pat
Smidt and Kathy
Williams made the
semi-finals before
meeting defeat.
Nan
Banks and Helen Lichenstein were stopped in
quarter -final rounds.
The fencers rest
until February when

a taller team," said
Guevara pointingout
that the Pioneers had
men 6-9 and 6-10 in
the front line.
"We
also lost one of our
top rebounders Jan
Adamson, because he
was affected by the altitude and hardly played."
The young Spartans
didn’t make matters
any better when they
reverted to past form,
forgetting such things
as teamwork. A couple
of losses does not a season make however.
"We needed the
games as a test for
ourselves," Guevara
pointed out. "Now we
know what we have to
work on."
The Spartans return in their quest of
improvement when they
inaugurate
their

When you know it’s for keeps
Wayne Gordy

Swashbucklers

Victor Fischer (1) loses his guard
under the advance of Ed Golda, but
prepares to run him through anyway.
Both men fenced for the SJS coed fencing team that just concluded its Fall

Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name. Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He’s in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Keepei a, k e
REGISTEREDDIAMOND RINGS
AU,1
V

nKsa_Qps.stic est’
REGo EEEEE 0 DIAMOND RINGS

Give your one-and-only a beautiful, brIllient Keepsake Diamond
Ring. Choose from our fine selection of new styles, and receive
your written guarantee of per.
fect quality and permanent registration.
YOUR ACCOUNT OPENED
IN JUST MINUTES!

Jeweles by Jacques accounts invited . . .
BankArner card and Master Charge Welcome

BANDUE T
$350
WEDDING RING
534 75

WEDDING RING
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Piano, guitar work aid
Victoria’s songs of life
30 tunes.
The folkBy KATHY DORAZIO
singer’s material,
Daily Entertainment
mostly het own, covered
a variety of experiences
Writer
Folksinger Victoria, including Monday mornclad in a turquoise and ing, a happening on
red tie-dyed blouse and Grand Avenue, the myblue jeans, admitted to thical discovery ofa new
a College Union ball- continent and her
room audience Tuesday friends.
night it felt "very nice"
Unlike Joan Baez,
performing at SJS.
whose songs are often
Apparently, the half- social commentaries,
filled ballroom crowd Victoria’s songs are
felt the same, giving her merely happy tunes. In
a standing ovation at the one tune she sang, "Life
concert’s finale. Vic- is really good to me. It’s
toria strolled back onto a one-way road."
the stage to sing twoadVictoria’s style ex ditional compositions,
one without the micro- hibits elements of pop ular music, folk and
phone.
She really gets
For a little over two jazz.
hours, Victoria strum- it on in "GreenStream,"
med the guitar and play- a fast jazzy tune with
ed piano, singing about an abrupt ending.

The smiling performer sang two songs
about a man she calls
a "piscean," a past love
of one year. In "Seaweed Man," Victoria
sentimentally cries out,
"Lovers reign in time
and space" in the closing bars.
The frizzy -haired
folksinger, born in San
Joaquin Valley, recalls
her youth in "Song for
Cisco," a medium tempo
tune.
Victoria revealed
she likes being a woman
in "Secret of the Bloom."
She proudly sang, "Fancy free, revealing wonderfulness to be.. wings
of sensuality fancy
free."
The maker of two

albums, Victoria was
recording her third with
parts of this concert re
corded live.
Unfortunately, Victoria appeared nervous,
looking over closely at
her brown bag song list,
stumbling over few notes
and making shakey transitions changing instruments.
Throughout the concert, she conversed between numbers, telling
of writing inspirations
and the usual side comments for either the benefit of the audience or
the recording.
From the warm, enthusiastic audience,
appeared they walked
away feeling they heard
a casual and natural performer.

Brawl mars contest
in intramural ’action’
Three Black students
are suspected of assault
and battery as a result
of a fight Tuesday night
after the intramural
basketball tournahnent in
the Men’s gym.
The SJS campus Security reports that three
students attacked three
White students, Jim
Olsen, 221 Harrold

Ave., Santa Clara, Jim
Tisano, 467 S. Eighth
St., and Lawrence Reid,
400 S. 13 St.
The three suspects
are reportedly members of one of the intramural teams.
The Security reported the incident began
after the completion of
a game between the Village Warriors and the

Job board born

New Life Vocations,
a new counseling program concerned with
helping students find
employment in socially
relevant areas, has inititated a Free Job Exchange Program.
The service consists
of a bulletin board and
forms located in the Ner
Life Vocations office,
Bldg. Q Rm 10 (next to
business towers).
A student wishing to
participate fills out a
form listing services he
has to offer, for instance, typing, cooking,
auto repair or crafts.
He also lists his
name, address and phone
number.
Forms are also
available for services a
student wishes to obtain.
The forms are put on
the bulletin board which
is available to all stu-

dents during New Life
Vocations office hours,
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Mondays through Thursdays.
Looking at the bulletin board, a student can
match up services he
wishes with those he can
render.
"Besides helping
students cut down on
their expenses", said
Jim Zuur, New Life Vocations counselor, "I see
the exchange program as
a vehicle to replacing
the impersonality of a
money transaction with a
Fremont L nified
more personal and School District will inmeaningful experience." terview for teachers on
In the future, Zuur SJS campus Thursday,
would like to see the Dec. 16.
exchange program exSecondary candipand into the community dates who will be crethe reby "bringing to- dentialed at mid -year
gether the student pop- with a major other than
ulation with the surrounding community."

The entire incident
lasted approximately 30
seconds
according to
Security.
The suspects are described as Black, with
heights ranging from
five feet eight to six feet
one.
In another related
incident, a White student was confronted by
a group of Black students after brushing,past
a Black woman, Security
reports.
A White student was
leaving the hallway to
the gym when he brushed
a Black girl and said
"excuse me." Security
reports that the student
was immediately surrounded by a group of
Black students who attempted to cause a fight.
The White student
reportedly "succeeded in
leaving."

Teacher search

Reading finals
Six finalists will
compete today at 3:30
p.m. in the Studio Theatre of the Speech and
Drama building for the
$50 prize in the Dorothy
Kaucher Contest for Excellence in Oral Interpretation.
The six finalists and
their selections include,
Randall Wright, "The
Hollow Men" by T. S.
Elliot; Samilou Eskind,
"The Fear" by Robert
Frost; Pandora Nash.

Bean Dips. One of the
players approached Jim
Olsen, intramurals supervisor.
suspect conThe
and
Olsen
fronted
said, "You guys really
flicked us over the whole
season," the Security
reported.
He then hit Olsen in
the forehead and twice
in the face with his fist,
according to Security.
Tisano, a spectator,
attempted to aid Olsen,
and turned to see another suspect swinging
at him. The blow glanced off the side of his
head, Security noted.
Reid, a referee in
previous games, observed the scene and approached to give aid. He
was stopped by a third
suspect who struck Reid
in the chest and ribs,
Security stated.

social science, may
make appointments with
Mrs. Marian Winters in
Career Planning and
Placement Center, 122
S. 9th St., Bldg. AA
All elementary appointments have been
filled.

Moon rock talk

A talk on "Lunar the Geology Department
Geology" will be given today at 1:30 p.m. in
"The Call"; Marion by Dr. William Quaide DH 318.
The talk will be open
Miller, "The Unselfish of Aimes Research CenHostess" by E. M. ter, who will speak to to the public.
Delafield; Karl R.
Schuck, "Murder in the
Cathedral" by T.S.Elliot:
and Lee Kopp, selected
poems by T.S. Elliot.
TODAY
The competition, coordinated by Noreen La
Barge Mitchell, profes- SOCIOLOGY CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
sor of drama, repre- All students invited to attend training class to
sents the 50th awarding qualify for deputy registrar.
of the prize in its 22 - INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMIT TEE, 5
p.m., 10th and San Fernando streets.
year history.
A1ESEC, 8:30 p.m., 215 S. 12th St. No. 3. All
students interested in Foreign Job Exchange and
community projects invited.
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, 7 p.m., A.S. Council
chambers, third level of C.U.
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, 2 p.m., C.U.
ral Center on South 10th Almaden. Professors Theodore Norton and Roy
and East San Fernando Young will debate "The Role of the Supreme Court."
streets.
BAHAI STUDENT FORUM, 8 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
The party, which is MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION, 2p.m., C.U. Moo free to all students, will
Ii. 0.
also feature tree -decor- FASA, 7 p.m., (’ U. Almaden.
ating and international
FRIDAY
refreshments.
BETA ALPHA PSI, happy hour 6:30 p.m., meeting
at 7 p.m., Garden City Hofbrau. Panel of accounting practitioners will discuss jobs.
SJS PRE -DENTAL CLUB, 3:30 p.m., Sci. 242.
Organizational meeting and election of officers.
Any person interested in predental activities welcome.
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS PARTY, 8 p.m.,
Intercultural Center, 10th and San Fernando
Streets.

Sparta Guide

Yule party set
International folk
dancing is one of the
attractions of the
Christmas party sponsored by Intercultural
Steering Committee
(ICSC) on Friday at 8
p.m. at the Intercultu-

This girl has
reservat

Spartan Daily Classifieds
PISCEAN WATERBEDS- -1850 VI San
Carlos 294 1465 Awl West cif the
King Omen $24, Twin SM.
Gap
Safety L iner $2, F remits $14. 10
Al..
year guarantee on all beds
Water Sofas, modern furniture. tapir
I,..
Ask about our 14110 policy.
394-1455
SHAKLEE
Ecologically SeuM:
Horne Cleaners Basic H, Basic L
Food Supplements Instant Protein.
plain 6 with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, Windy aids & personal
care items
Phone 297-3866
John a. Mary Rhoades
CARE TO 00 SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P ’R mg. 41 airrists needed for one recycling center Bob c/o Recycling Ass of Amer.
phone 297-8403., 371-6680
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS coed who can’t afford
the expense
903,003 Betty Crocker
Coupons Ideposited at info booth if
stud Union) by Doc to w.I oat
Please help
vu’.
for machine
can,

LARGEST SELECTION of currant,
used pepertacks, records and book.
1/2 pric
Duality books A records
purclused
Top prices paid cask
or trade
lots of sc.ance fiction,
smplernentah, cleaves
RECYCLE
1S6 So lrof 5’ 1116-6275
THE PISCEAN
35 S 495 1/2 block north from 5.15
Ii brary King -queen complete beds
$4600 Double $42 00 Twin 633 IX)
Frames $14, liners $7 heaters $35
and up
10 year gurrantee on all
beds
Also water sofas, modern
organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people 35 S Ith 287-7030
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage
A chance to 1,00 for free
end arn considerable yearly equity
1-1/2 blocks froin campus 489 S
76h St Ph 293-8656

CALL IRISH’

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 Per.
posnd. Any dimwit Ph’ 293-2954

HUMANIST COMMUNITY of 5 J For
For free
the non -theistic searcher
info. write P.O BOX 881, San Jose
95106 or call: 294-5017

8ILLY HEAD SKIS. 900 Metal -Gies
203 cm New No bindings ewer mounted
Under 1 year guarantee $125
Ph 967-3627

NOTICE: ALL POTTERS
Beautiful high quality treadle wheels
complete with wedging table. Student
cost only $125 at "Potters Place" 76
E. Seri Fernando.
Phone 286-3813

PO TTTTT TM Shingle Mill. Felton,
Calif. Call Bruce 335-7334

ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS Humanist Community of S.J
Fri 10, Dec. 8 P.M. Contr. $2.00
738 No 2nd, Phone 294-5017
FRIDAY FLICK "MASH" starring
Donald Sutherland 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey And 500 admission.
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SAL E:
Gel REED. SJS’s only creetim arts
magazine ’the cream of studentfiction,
poetry, and photography, just 50C per
issue, or 80P for both.
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights. convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union
Call us at
287-2070 or stop by our office. Fre*
flight bag for first 100 passengers.
PURPOSE OF MANKIND
Lectures synthesizing man’s ideals
today. No fee. SJ 276-9965
$6.00/HR AVERAGE
Stone bummer salesmen trip, but
the money is good 295-8444, Paul.
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON
SALE! Gel REED, SJS’s only creative arts magazine’ the cream of
student fiction, poetry, and photography, just 513C per. issue, or 904
for both.
FREE CAT -Moving to apt. over
Xmas Need home for my cat. Call
241-1937.
TALENTED Songwriters, Musicians,
Singers and Groups wanted by Music
Publishing Record Production Firm
1408/ 292-222
AU101111010/1
’71 HONDA 350 SCL w/helrnet, s bar
Excellent cond. $675 293C chain
0636 after 4:30 p.m
1960 VALIANT STATION WON. Slant
6 R/H. Runs OK. Good student car.
Used daily. $175 287-9420
119 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$501 369-8389

Good coed

1916 VW BUS KOI11 shocks ember
Rebuilt trans extraccompensator
t., exhaust S1100 form Call Bill 28E4954
DART STATION WAGON - Good cond.
R & H. New tints. shocks, battery,
brakes. $200 Wing Cl,,,,. like new
$50 264-8091
63 VW ENGINE. Runs but needs valve
work. $75 or best offer 378-9447
If no ans. call after 10 p rn.

HART BUIS, Length 81" w/adjustable
tyrolean safety binding, Good coed
$65.00 Call 297-2822
ROCK ORGAN, Must Sell. Leaving
for Europe, Needs slight adjustment
Also Saber Reverb Amp w/15" Fender spk and accesories $150. Call
266-2964
after 1:00 P.M. Bill.
SKI BOOTS-MEN’, buckle k Misch .
Like new
Sim 9-9 1/2, $50. also
Treviso Italian buckle boots. Si,.
111-11 1/2 $25 C11286-2882.
GUITAR-GOYA, Model R-12, 5 string,
with case. Most Sell! Call anytime
Nick: 354-9338 MO.
ESPANA Steel String 161 21 Frett.
New, and, cond.
Retail:
Guitar
$140, Case $34. Both for 8115. Call
Dave: 377-7374.
IMMACULATE 4 BORNS., 2 bath
home. 4 blks. from SJS. Lrge rms.
basement. 2 car detached garage.
Back 2 bdrrns. with kitchennette
Ideal for rental.
$32, 950 Midtown Realty 732-3500
’

HUE WARM) :41
’COLLEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attraction shapely coed
for wail paid model whose pictures
will appear in nationally distribute
tea
coNegiate art calendar If el
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD. Inc. 41448. Grant
Road, Tucson, Arizona 55712."
DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50% corn
miseron good earnings 9-11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gallery St 297.4220

’62 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL. Good
condition -every @etre possible - 2758500
BEAUTIFUL ALFA ROMEO convertible 8750 1962, with new engine,
top, dual webers. 295-9967 Jock
tOR

1’

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed stor invites you to compare quality. service. and price whim buying your
Cell us anytime or shy
waterbed
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks froze SJIS at 400 Park Ave
corner of Dolmas. 286-1263
FREE XMAS TREE with every complete king site bed Aqua Snocit
Water Beds, 1415 The Alameda 29ESet,
3544 12.8 Mon

TYPING-Term papers, etc., experienced and fast.
Phone 289-8674,

ROOM FOR FEMALE in well or genized Co-op house. $60 month, iv.
dudes utilities 298-3746

EXPERIENCED THESISTYPIST Elec.
tric-Mstrs-Reports Marianne
Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave., Son Jos*
Telephone 371-0395

TO All. SJS STUDENTS 1 FACULTY:
U’ to
BARBARA EDELL / 244-6671
Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA (lights a
day, uonoecting Northern and Southern California. At
lowest air fares. So when you want to go, just call. It’s a
free service. (Sorry -no free seats We really have
reservations about that.) PSA giVeS

rit a lift.

30% DISEEILMT

WAITERS, BUSBOYS cop weekends.
Must be stile to speak Chinese Waikiki Village 15466 San Jose- Los
Gatos Rd. Los Gatos 356-9164

JOBS EUROPE guar...need& salmi.England, Sw itte Hand, year-round,
young people 18-29 General help 151
class hotels. For details 6 application
send 51 00 to Jobs Europe Dept. C
Box 44108 Panorama City, California
91402.

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma! SI 00 Bonus
with student I D on first visit Clitorn. Blood Bank Foundation, 35 S.
Almaden Aye (Opposite Greyhound
Bus Station/ Phone: 294-6535
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Charlie Abraham
I love you you CILB
POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped envelope. Idlewild
Press, 1807 E. Olympic, LosAngeles,
Calif. 90021

COIN COLLECTORS wonted to start
com club. Interested collectors call
Dave: 292-7493
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Call
Birth Control Institute: 287-3467
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SALE I
Get REED. SJS’s only creative arts
magazine -the cream of student fiction,
poetry, and photography, just 50C per
issue, or 80c for both

.11
FOR RENT! i. 2. & 3 bdrm Apt
sic/sy crpets. AEK 0/pool $115. $150.
Centrally located 3
$160 p/rno
miles from campus Just oft Almaden
Expiry 2445 Rinconada Dr Mgr Apt
II, Flo children or pots Unfurnished
Call before 9 P.M 266-1613. Cknet
area, conchweee for studious inclividuels.

NANCY GIFFORD: I have a crush on
you 1st/wet cet your boy( riend or what,
I forgot my assignment on purpose
tau- SHY - S

on all our O.E.M. and
NAME BRAND auto part,:
PLAZA AUTO PARTS
1160 E SANTA CLARA AT 24TH STREET
MN JOSE
2124-4744

PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Weddings,
copying, brochures, banquets, enter
tainers, portraits DJ-275-01596
EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing &
Editing
Ex -English Teacher. ism
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Brynoir at 244-6444, after 5:30 P.M.
SPEED READING -We guarantee to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension. Learning Foundations, 296-3224
TYPING -IBM Elec. edit. Term pap.
ers-thesis-manuscripts.
286-2620.
Hr. college. Fast, reasonable. Mrs.
Oliver
TYPING IN MY HOME Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter, 1330
No Bascom Avenue, Apt. 010. Phone:
244-6581
Clean those dirty rugs & shine those
dull floors before the holidays. Not
more than a hour neededtohave clean
& dry rugs Call after 200 at 29E0225- Very reasonable.
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M. Vogt, PhD., Mathematics. For most
courses at State Phone 377-7904
BEGIN PRIMITIVE HANDWEAVING.
Macrame tapestry. 10, 2 hr classes
eves.
Call Wendy Broody 2984907 aft. 6 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE SANDLES $16. Call
Vince. 287-8493
typing. ibin pica. Experienced,
Term Papers, Theses, etc 243E313. 9 A.M. to 8P.M.
TYPING. ALTERATIONS, SEWING
287-4533 ACROSS PARKING LOT ON
411,
YOUR PAPER READ, edited for a
roode%1 for Joe 269-9022

TRANSPOklallON
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FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
make your GETAWAY
off with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
287-8668 for info or 297,-1700 for
ions
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights
Inexpensive student camping tours
throughout West and East Europe. including Russia SOFA agent for inter European student charter flights.
Contact ISCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd
Suite 04 L A Calif 90040 TEL. 12131
826-5669

WE LOVE YOU WANDAI From the
get down "Jacks" to the "Lows"
next door. 8 & K!
SKIERS Lake Tahoe, So. Shore, trailer
sleeps 6. Weekend or by the week,
available Xmas Vac, Call 267-2643
between 4-5 PM

WANTED-- Someone to drive my car
the Denver are. 961-8963
to
evenings

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet. spacious
2 bedroom mt W/o cereets Built in appliances Heated pool Lots of
cabinet spine. $160/mo 466 S 5th 01
ILLNESS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq. ft. Executive
3 year old modern contemporary cus tom country home on ono acre with
magnif ’tient view. In beautiful condition. 3 bdrm 2 bath, built in bar,
6 sliding glass -doors, blamed cei I mg
throughout the house $53,500.00Call:
259-3019.

RINGING
25,000
DOORBELLS

LIKE

1/2 blk.
STUDIO/OFFICE to net
from SJS Private entrance and 1/2
be., dark room $50 or best off Cell
297-7387 evens.
2 ROOMS now available for liberal
M/F in house neer &IS. Kit, priv
ell Mils pd. 356. 205-9967 Ralph
or Jack
FRIDAY FLLCK "MASH MASH
MASH"
Starring Donald Sutherland 7 & 10
PM. Morris Dailey Aud 50C adMi111100

294-6414

LANDLORD BUG YOU? Be your own
landlord, Find 9 friends able to lay
on $500 down and handle $45/month
payments & we’ll show you how to
buy a 13’ roomhouse on 1311, near
SJS, as cooperative owners Call
Roger or Joe V Miller Properties
739- 5591

No refunds an cancelled ad, Punt your ad herr
(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

NO daft

1.011. days
a

four days

fire days

1.50

200

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 lines
lines

250

2.75

250

300

3.25

2.90
340

3.50

si lines
Ad,’ MI,
amount rut
earn addi
bona! lino

3.00

3 SO

3.75

3.90

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

300

Pool llama
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
fl

FAST, ACCURATE, experien!ed ty
pist, can edit Four moles from campus Mrs Aslanian 298 4104

SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOWOPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union
Call us et
287-2070 or stop by our 011 roc Free
flight bag for first 100 p
gars.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY:A ick
from a silly rabbet and a blue bug.

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with k itchen
pro, From $60 99 So 36, and 278
So 10111
Across campus Parting
Phone 295-6526 or 295-9514

200

5

9

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other Jewelry, all
one of a kind. If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 354E804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larimore

CLASSIFIED RATES
s.ninuim
lines
Dna doe
3 limes

RENT A TV OR STEREO 810-per
month, fr TTTTTT ic, no contract.
Eicher’s 251-2598

SHARE HOUSE $60 1/3of util. Motor
cycle Honda CB350 ’71. Excel cond.
$498 Call’ 272-2360

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH" Hilarious
satire
ing Donald Sutherland
7 & 10 P.M. Morris Delay Aud.
50C admission.

NEEDEDI People who want to better
themselves. Part or full lime work.
Unbelieveble opportunity. Call: 24191851 275-0120

REPAIRMAN NEEDED!
Need someone to fix our toilet.
Will pay $10 for your labor. 295E444
-

VW PARTS CHEAP! CALI:2E3-2051

AUTO INSURANCE- No drover refined
Low Monthly Rale/ Clunk
Rale Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverepa up to 100%. 12111.00:
Ii 124 cc 930, le 175 cc $34. le %Sec
$38, to 750 cc $64 David Towle 2413900

2-1101.1. FURN, APT. 1/2 blk. froin
campus. Cluiet. Ideal for serious students. $190 per/mo. Util incl. 2870701 snytime.

FRONTLASH needs people to help
register voters. Phone: 294-9278 aft.
5 p.m.

SKIERS! I gotta beautiful pair of
Lange Comps. flo. $100 Call Jim
275-1596 after 8:00 P M

IDEAL CHRISTMAS gift for parent to
Mere. ’70
help male student buy.
Cyclone
And with white vinyl top,
all mfr., 10 miles
Orig owner
a former 5 yr. SJSC student. Paid
$5008 cash 2 yrs. ago. $2735 oroffer.
for appointment to see this like new
car call 244-2700.

1966 VW Good, Clean car. XInt
transportation. New engine, brakes
$695 Call Art 243-0718 After 6

1 BEDRM. PORN. Apt 4 blks from
Campus Kept quiet 185K Reed St

$40 REWARD: BrowhSchwinn Girl’s
bike stolen from in front of Cent.
Hall Call Pauline 286-6597 No
Questions.

WANTED: Reindeer with red nose to
play lead in combo. Must apply before Dec. 25. Call K. KringN.

’63 COMET CONVERTIBLE. R
& 9
Ex cond. Surto interior.
Runs good. PEI & PS $200. Call:
Joe, 9644497 or 326-4350 )x471.

1 GIRL TO SHARE furn, flat in house
w/2 others. Own huge berm $90/mo
275-0230 Sue or Terri

FOUND: medium sized gold tabby cat
nmr Home Ec. Bldg. Loud purring.
Call Mary at 253-9900.

’63 VW. Body damage. Good rebuilt
243-9632
engine, good tires $150.
or 243-7105

’67 FIAT 850 SPT. COUPE New
brakes, 6-ply radials, and custom
exhaust. XcIM. cond. Make offer
Drafted! 967-4712

FELLOWS: WILLOW GLEN AREA.
Congenial large room whit prin.
$60 per/mo. 294-1211

WALLET lost -LiALLIGATOR
brary Science rrn Sun 12/S. 5.5.,
ASB, ID, License. & credit cards
REWARD
No questions. Helen
269-3077

THE ELEVEN YEAR CAR 66 VOLVO
1225 Great shape, auto radioheater,
new paint, 77.000 mi 5.995 287-3481
Rm 1104 B Dale

’67 BMW 1400: Michelin radials,
clean. 48,000 miles Needs some
clutch & Irons. wk $1,075 See
Dr Minium, Psych. Dept. or call
269-9365

LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON
SALE, GM REED, SJS’sonly creative arts 11111alaine the C raar11 01 510 dad t fiction, poetry, and photography. just 50C per issue. or 60e
for both

LOST:
One large altered BdiW cat.
Answers to "Dumbshit." Lost in,,..
of 1101 and San Fernando on 11/29
Please call 287-3851.

WOMEN STUDENTS, Houswivesearn extr Christmas $5s hosting unique party plan. You invite friends,
neighbors & earn 25% of all sales
Excellent SS opWe give party!
Call 295-4495 5-7 P M
portunity
for party reservations and infor

CHRISTMAS STEAL- May b the
grind, stole Christmas, maybe he
didn’t
You can steal 70 Honda
450 for $550, its cherry I’m desperate Call 293-6560

2 BORM. FURN. APT. FOR ENT!
All elm
New
W/W/ carpets
Oil
Lots of storage space $160
p
MO or best offer Call 2957’09

AND IGURD

16 MM mow* camera, B&H model 70 -0L.
25 min f 1.4 Cook Not&
’Ariestigmet lens. Filming speeds 4,
16, 24, 48, 64 .p.s. New price $600.
Now $296. incl, tripod, case 6 lights.
Call Ozzie: 286-1111 ext. 72.

DOWN SKI PARKA
Like new,
excellent cond. Lrge. Blue. $25.
Call John: 371-0274 (After 6 p.m./

WHO ISO.11. COOPER? HIJACK ER?
Na,.?
Person/fist?
American
$200,000 richer? Wonted? Club
President al Large?

NEED SECOND for 2 -bedroom apt
Away from campus. $65 per/mo
Call Bob 2978595

NIKKOR 300mm lens, unused
In
original box 5300 retail Sacrifice
10, 8160. 275-0596 after 5
11 STRING GUITAR.
243-111411

FRIDAY FLICK! "Mash" 7 & 10PM
Morris Dailey And 500 Admission.

EVER NOW
EDITIONS
LAST
Get Reed. SJS’ only
ON SALE,
crtelive arts magazine the cream
of student fiction, poetry. and photo
grephy, just 50C Per ...W. or
AOC for both
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